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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the fourth edition of the
Checker Cab Facebook Group
newsletter.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute. Feel free to put in your
own binder. If you would like to
submit an article or personal profile
oregarding you or your Checker
please feel free to submit all content
to me at the email address on the
right side of this page.
So what’s in this issue? Coverage of
first mini Facebook show, the first we
hope of many to come. In the next
issue we’ll share more regarding our
upcoming convention in 2016, be
prepared for some big news soon.

We’ll cover the next chapter of
Checker history, the period when
Morris Markin took over the company.
Also in the issue, a members profile of
Facebook Checker Cab Group member
Miami based lawyer Jane Muir.
Andy Taylor will present his first
technical article on adding power
steering to 65-71 Checkers.
Classifieds, yes we’ll present several
current Checkers available for sale.
We’ll also present some photos for the
CMC library and Facebook member
photos.
Next issue we’ll discuss the new
Checker Cab Group Web Site.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957
Checkers

Please enjoy edition four.
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Several reasons were provided for this sad ending. According to the Corvair club newsletter, the club made it very clear that the older club members just don’t have the time and energy to run the meet every summer, e
Three Checker arrived early and were told that we would be parked with the other oddball cars. Man, Checkers never get respect, even among orphans we were considered odd. Odd or not, all day long the three Chec
Dave Elmore showed in a mint green 1965 Marathon. Dave is the father of longtime Checker fan and automotive writer Chad Elmore. Matt and Leanne Thomas showed up with the entire young family in tow with their i
As always visitors generated lots of questions like who produced Checkers and is it a Chevy? As always we smiled and did our best to inform.
Again thanks to Larry Claypool and The Corvair club for running a fantastic show.

Facebook Checker Cab Group Members Attend the
Chicagoland Orphan Car Show
Checker fans paid a visit on a very hot August Sunday to the Chicagoland Corvair
Enthusiasts Orphan Car Show and Picnic. Turnout was low across all makes, three
Checkers participated at the event, a low number, yet, we had a bigger turnout
than the Studebaker Drivers Club and some other more popular orphan makes.
Over the last several years this famous Chicagoland show has been one of the
more popular summer gathering among the various orphan make clubs in the
Chicagoland area: Studebaker, Packard, AMC/Nash and Edsel clubs have always
showed big in numbers. A bittersweet event, all who participated knew this 25 th
anniversary would be the last show, after 25 years the Corvair Club is no longer
going to run the event.
Several reasons were provided for this sad ending. According to the Corvair club
newsletter, the club made it very clear that the older club members just don’t
have the time and energy to run the meet every summer, essentially the event has
become more work than fun. Show organizer Larry Claypool, lamented that the
fact the number of participants has consistently declined over the last ten years
and more importantly, the club lost money on last year’s show.
Three Checker arrived early and were told that we would be parked with the other
oddball cars. Man, Checkers never get respect, even among orphans we were
considered odd. Odd or not, all day long the three Checkers received a lot of
attention.

Dave Elmore showed in a mint green 1965 Marathon. Dave is the father of longtime Checker fan
and automotive writer Chad Elmore. Matt and Leanne Thomas showed up with the entire young
family in tow with their impressive 1965 Marathon. It’s always great to see young kids at any car
show, these young ones will someday become the care takers of our cars. The Thomas car has a
high performance GM V8, the rumble it generated was a crowd pleaser. Joe Fay show in his 1957
Checker Drive-r-matic A8.
As always visitors generated lots of questions like who produced Checkers and is it a Chevy? As
always we smiled and did our best to inform. Again thanks to Larry Claypool and The Corvair club
for running a fantastic show.

Morris Markin in Charge Checker history Part Three
Morris Markin was born in Smolensk, western Russian in 1893. As a young man he
was employed in a Russian clothing factory and over a short period of time gained
significant experience in clothing manufacture. A hard worker and driven at a young age,
Markin soon become a foreman of a trouser factory. Major changes were in store for Russia
via a pending revolution, changes that Markin was not interested in participating in, so
resisting the political climate, Markin emigrated to the United States in 1913.
He found work with his uncle as a tailor in Chicago and demonstrated significant
business acumen, which ultimately led him to start his own ready-made trousers business.
Upon the entry of the USA into the Great War, Markin was contracted by the US Army to

produce uniforms for the force fighting in Europe. At war's end, Markin was sitting on a
significant amount of money and was ready to invest in a number of Russian-owned
businesses located in the Chicagoland area, one of which was The Lomberg Auto Body
Manufacturing Company. Founded by fellow Russian immigrant Abe Lomberg, the company
manufactured bodies for several Chicago based auto manufacturers, including
Commonwealth Motors Corporation. In order to fulfil the order for Mogul taxicab bodies for
Commonwealth, Lomberg was forced to seek funds for expansion, which Morris Markin
would provide in the form of a $15,000 loan.

Lomberg's largest customer was the financially
floundering Commonwealth Motors, and sales of
Commonwealth’s Mogul taxis were falling far short of
expectations. By the end of 1920, Lomberg could no
longer keep up his payments, so Markin took over
Lomberg. When Commonwealth again went into
receivership, Markin was able to take over
Commonwealth in order to protect his body business.
Once Markin had control of the company, he was able
to take his new Checker Cab Manufacturing Company
public with a stock offering, which generated the funds
required to grow the company and clear the balance
sheet of debt. Once Markin had put Checker Cab
Manufacturing on the course of solvency, it was time
to get back to the business of making automobiles, or
specifically in the case of Checker, taxicabs. In 1922,
Checker offered its first taxicab, the Model C,
undoubtedly a carbon copy of the Commonwealth
Mogul Taxicab introduced two years earlier, which
itself
.

was essentially a Partin-Palmer Ultra-Four Model 40.
In May 1923, One of Markin’s first major moves was to
consolidate manufacturing in Kalamazoo, Michigan, which
was developing as a centre of auto manufacturing.
Kalamazoo's city fathers were most pleased when Markin
acquired the Handley-Knight plant, because unlike the failed
brands before them, Checker was proving itself a viable and
growing business concern which could absorb some of
Kalamazoo’s unemployed.

Built in 1920, the Handley-Knight plant was used for final
assembly after the bodies had been constructed across
town at the 200,000 sq ft, four-storey Dort facility.
Markin purchased both, for a price said to be between
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000, a tidy sum in those days.
Until the Dort property was ready to produce cab bodies,
Checker contracted with body companies in Springfield,
Massachusetts and Indianapolis, Indiana, including rival
taxicab manufacturers Millspaugh & Irish. This company
was making a standard body for the taxicab industry,
virtually identical to Markin's own. Markin was also able
to bring on board Jim Stout and Leonard Goodspeed of
another Kalamazoo taxicab manufacturer, Roamer-Barley.
Robert Gladfelter of the Dort organization became the
plant manager for body assembly. With the Dort plant
into its stride, Markin's Checker Cab Manufacturing
Company now owned taxicab assembly end to end, with
full production capabilities and support of solid
experienced manufacturing & engineering talent to grow
the business. By 1924, there were nearly 400 workers
building about 20 cabs per day, which was still a normal
day’s production almost 60 years later.

Between 1922 and 1926, Checker would offer “new”
models, including the Model H and the Model E. Markin's
hype can be attributed to the word “new”, as the Model
H and E were essentially the Commonwealth Mogul with
new model names. Both were offered with a choice of
117- and 127-inch wheelbase and continued to use the
Buda four-cylinder engine that Markin had brought in
soon after he started manufacturing under the Checker
name. The most significant difference in design appears
to be the larger chrome bumpers compared to the flimsy
steel bumpers seen on the Model C

A new Model G was offered for 1927 along with the Model
F. The Model E, a seven-year-old design was then
discontinued. Although both the Model G and Model F
were still utilizing the Partin-Palmer foundation, balloon
tyres gave the Model G a new, lower stance. Two new
bodies were offered, a limousine sedan and a landaulet
taxicab. The four-cylinder Buda engine was again standard
equipment, with a six-cylinder Buda engine available with
the 127-inch wheelbase.

In 1926 an export version of the Model E was offered
for the UK market, with right hand drive and opening
landaulet rear passenger section. It’s highly likely that
the two models were produced so Checker could
reduce the stock of Model E parts inventory, as the
underpinnings of the Model F were still linked back to a
ten year old Partin-Palmer design.

.
Linkage to the Partin-Palmer
would soon be a thing of the
past, in 1928 Morris Markin
would introduce a new
Checker to the Taxicab market
the Model K. A modern car by
1928 standards, in the next
Chapter we’ll present the new
era at Checker that would end
up place into purpose built
taxicab dominance

Driving Sunshine, Miami Lawyer Jane Muir
“Driving Sunshine!” That’s how Miami lawyer Jane Muir describes driving her
Checker. According to Muir, “Everybody who sees it smiles; everyone who sees it
asks, ‘What is it?’ It’s just a fun car to be in, the Checker brings happiness
wherever it goes.”

Jane’s Checker story is unique. The car was originally purchased by her mother,
Celeste Muir, whose story sheds some light on the final days of Checker
automobile production.
Back in the seventies, Jane’s mother went to a conference in a major
metropolitan city in the north. Riding from the airport to the hotel, Celeste was
lucky enough to catch a ride in a Checker. It was her first time and she fell in love
with the taxicab. For the entire ride Celeste peppered the cabby with questions
about the cab.
Upon her return to Florida, Celeste found the Winkoff Checker Dealer in Fort
Lauderdale and promptly began investigating a purchase. She collected all the
available brochures, test drove the car, but Celeste already owned a very nice
Ford Gran Torino, so she really did not feel the need to buy a new car. Time
passed and a Checker purchase never closed, but Celeste still dreamed about
owning a Checker.
On April 25th of 1982, Checker Motors Corporation announced that they would
cease the manufacture of the Checker automobile. Upon seeing the news in the
paper, Celeste promptly called Checker Motors in Kalamazoo, Michigan and
ordered a “champagne crème” Checker A12. Celeste informed her husband,
William T. “Toby” Muir that she had finally placed the order. Of course, Toby was
happy with the purchase but had a few questions: “Should we order a V8 and a
heavy duty A/C for the Florida climate?” Celeste agreed and called Checker
Motors the next day.
.

Alas, the change to the order could not be made. It was too late, and the order
book was closed. Thankfully, the car had been ordered just in time, albeit without a
V8 or heavy duty A/C.
The Checker was delivered from Kalamazoo to Long Island, New York, where Celeste
and Toby picked it up and drove it home to Miami. Over the course of the last thirtyfive years, it has become an important part of the Muir family. Celeste drove the
car every day for thirty years. Jane fondly remembers growing up with the Checker:

road trips to Disney World, camping in the back seating area, playing board games on the floor of the Checker.
The Checker today still sports two bite marks on the armrest from a three-year-old Jane.
Checker was delivered and over the course of the next 35 years has become an important part of the Muir
family. Jane fondly remembers growing up with the Checker: road trips to Disney, camping in the back seating
area, playing board games on the floor of the Checker. The Checker today still sports two bite marks on the arm
rest from a three year old Jane.
Like her mother Jane too fell in love with the Checker, affectionately called Chuggy. As Jane grew up she too
wanted a Checker.
Other than for driving the Checker, Jane’s mother is known for being a circuit court judge for the 11th Judicial
Circuit of Florida, a position she has held since 1989. Like her mother Jane earned a law degree, and today Jane
is an attorney who practices in civil litigation.
When Jane received her law degree, she received something else very special. Jane’s mother gifted her the
1982 Checker Marathon "Chuggy". What a special gift
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Left, Chuggy
and The
Muir Family.
Right, The
final
Checker
order

Converting the Checker "arm-strong" Steering System (Manual to
power) By Andy Taylor
It seems that many Mid1964-1972 Chevrolet powered Checkers came from the factory with manual
steering. In those days, power steering was an option, and considered a luxury. If the Checker front
suspension was kept well lubricated, the tires of proper pressure, a Checker was fairly easy to drive with
the Big factory steering wheel....as long as the car is moving.
The two disadvantages to manual steering, is 1- the steering wheel is pretty hard to turn when the car is
not moving or moving slowly as in parking, and 2- most manual Saginaw steering boxes are 6.25 turns
lock to lock. They had to use this slow ratio, to make the car reasonably easy to steer. However, it made
the car much less responsive to quick steering , having to swerve around something, took a lot of steering
wheel movement,.
it seems that after around 1972, Most all Checkers had power steering

Mounting the Pump on the Engine
Simply looking at an older Similar GM car or truck, with a similar engine will give you a idea of the various
brackets, pulleys, belts and pumps thats you will need for your GM engine, There are three Basic types.

1 Gm Inline six( power steering pump mounts on top left front of engine head via a bracket, that also
forms the tensioner for the alternator, braced by a twisted bracket bolter to the rear alternator mount)

2 V-8 GM "short" water pump (alternator on the left)( power steering pump mounts on bottom left of opitional front engine mount bosses directly to
the left side of lower timing cover)
3 V-8 GM "long" water pump (alternator on the right) ( power steering pump mounts on bottom left of water pump via a long bolt)
NOTE...this changed to the long water pump on the GM V-8 around 1969 NOTE: This change was done to improve cooling capacity of the larger
displacement 350-and 400 V-8 engines at the time. You can switch over the earlier cars to this system if you are willing to relocate the alternator
,install the long water pump and pullies and have the late model heads with the accessory bolt mounting holes drilled in them (earlier 283 and 327
don't have them).
Most of these parts can be found at a older bone yard. If these dry up, the aftermarket Hot rod stores (Summit and Speedway) also carry mounting
brackets & Pulleys,but they are a little pricey.
Finding a steering box that will fit. All Checkers of this era is reward steer, But you are not limited to a rearward steer donor. Most full size GM cars of
the 1968-1970 era will bolt right on as long as it's an "inner frame" type Box (Chevy truck and van WILL NOT work.) of course, a later one from a
reward steer Checker will work.
On a frontward steer GM car, the pit-man arm faces toward the rear of the car. On a reward steer Checker, it faces forward, so it works out. (a rack and
pinion would be a different story)
The fly in the ointment
The pit-man arm from the manual steering box WILL NOT fit the power steering box. You have two choices here, Use one from a Checker with factory
power steering, or do an Ebay search for a "dropped pit-man arm" these are used for correcting the steering angle on lifted four wheel drive pickups,
but also works nicely in this application. Install the new box, tighten the bolts to the rag-joint, and the frame, and reinstall the drag link connection.

NOTES:
Remove the left front wheel. place on jack stand, and turn wheels all the way to right. Remove cotter pin and
nut from pit-man arm to drag link connection, If steering column has a lock, lock the steering wheel in this
position while separating this joint. if the column is non-locking, tie the Steering wheel to the wing window
bracket or have an assistant hold it and prevent it from turning while you seperate the joint, ONLY Use a Tierod separator. NEVER hammer on the joint where the nut goes.
The front top Steering box bolt is almost impossible to reach unless you jack up the car from under the left
the A-arm. The weight of the car will raise the upper control arm up enough to get to the bolt.
The rag-joint uses two different size bolts they require a 9/16 and a 1/2 wrench.
The pit-man arm from the manual steering box WILL NOT fit the power steering box. (see above)
If you have an assistant, tie a small rope around the steering box and pass the rope up through the engine
compartment and slowly pull up the box into place. The assasitant then takes most of the weight of the box
via the rope, and it's much easier for you to get the rag-joint and bolts lined up. That box is pretty heavy if you
are trying to line it up alone.
Running the lines
Be aware that a reward steer V-8 Checker could catch on fire if the pressure line bursts and sprays the
exhaust manifold with power steering fluid. For this reason, DON'T use an automotive quality pressure line.
Instead, have a place that makes hydraulic hoses make this. This hose is designed to take much more times
the pressure than the GM pump, so in this case, Overbuilt is good. the return line is far less critical. In any
case, always carry a fire extinguisher while driving any old car!! The last thing you want to do is watch your
hard work go up in flames, be it a fluid,fuel or electrical fire.

Priming the system..
Fill up the pump with fluid. start the car, let it run for
15 seconds and shut it off. re-top the fluid level. if all is
well, you will feel some assist at this point, although
the pump will "wine" for a bit.(this is normal) assuming
you have no leaks, turn the wheel lock to lock several
times. you soon should have full assist, as you expel air
from the system, and the "wining" from the pump
should subside. When the power steering system is
turned to the full lock and held there, the pressure
raises, make certain to check for leaks under this
condition, The fluid may be a little "foamy" but thats
normal for a new system. it will clear up in a few days
as it works all the trapped air out.
What to Expect after Conversion
The car will drive much different and steer much
quicker as it did. it should also feel tighter and be more
responsive. The power steering box is usually around
3.25 from lock to lock, almost trice as fast as the
original box......Now the car should be much more
easier to drive and park.

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale September 2015
Published on autabuy.com
Corvette yellow 1965 convertible
Rebuilt 327 ci engine 4-barrel
carburetor Rebuilt transmission
Dual exhaust New brakes, tires
and upholstery New carpet,
chrome, paint and sound system
New custom lights For more
information, please visit
content.mecum.com. Lot Number:
F167

888-460-7485

Published on autabuy.com
1979 Checker Marathon A11 4 Door
Sedan- 88000 Original Miles- Cream
Colored 4 Door Hardtop- One OwnerAll Original- Tan Interior- Clear Title.
Fully equipped with all options for
optimum performance and comfort
Nothing has been done mechanically or
cosmetically to compromise integrity of
originality Always maintained
meticulously on schedule with nothing
but premium fluids parts and service
every

888-460-7485
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale March 2015

888-460-74859

Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker Cabs: 1941 Morris Mark behind the wheel

The Facebook Checker Cab
Group Newsletter is produced
by the administrators of The
Checker Cab Facebook Group
Questions or feedback can be
submitted directly to the group
at
https://www.facebook.com/gro
ups/145497838799022/
Advertisement
Checker Motor Cars
45 Research Drive
Haverhill, MA 01832
888-460-7485

A new, innovative
concept to make
collecting and
owning a piece of
automobile
history exciting
and rewarding

